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Summary 

Energetic and creative executive, designer, and technologist. I bring a deep understanding of human motivation, 
embodied cognition, and multimodal aesthetics to both my designs and the teams I manage.


Experience 

Director, User Experience Design  |  Immersion Corporation	 	 	 	 	     2011 – present


LEADERSHIP  

• Founding member of UX team, which grew from 2 members to 10 distributed globally.

• Established UX as a core value in a company that had previously been engineering-driven.

• Built and managed team with members in Los Angeles, Silicon Valley, Shanghai, Beijing, Seoul.

• Served on the Senior Leadership Team, contributing to company strategic plan.

• Invited speaker at Stanford, USPTO, MEX, Digital Hollywood, Wearable Technology, SXSW, Google X.

• Communicated company design vision in media engagements: New York Times, CBC, USA Today.

• Ensured innovation remained business-relevant through close relationship with Product and Marketing.

• Established processes for user centered design and agile development.

 
DESIGN  

• Experienced in VR, AR, ad tech, social, gaming, mobile UI, wearables, automotive HMI.

• Created interfaces and apps to demonstrate products and value offerings across all verticals.

• Oversaw aesthetic of company’s public facing collateral: visuals, infographics, videos, booth design.

• Traveled frequently to meet with design counterparts at Samsung, LGE, Xiaomi, Huawei, Sharp, Fujitsu, more.

• Established design guidelines and documented best practices for internal and external use.

 
IP AND INNOVATION  

• Named inventor on over 70 published patents.

• Played key role in IP strategy; identified emerging technologies and led focused innovation efforts.

• Innovation and value identification efforts led to business unit launch.

• Served as Patent Liaison, assisting others to develop and declare inventive material.

• Founding member of Sparks, a cross-functional team of design thinking specialists.

• Served as Scrum Product Owner for rapid prototyping team of engineers, researchers, and designers.

 
SKILLS  

 creative leadership • value identification • intellectual property analysis and strategy • rapid prototyping •  
scrum • user centered design • generative research • team development • public speaking • media • visioning


Senior User Interface Scientist  |  Immersion Corporation	 	 	 	 	         2008 – 2011 

• Designed social app that lets you to touch another person through a modified iPhone.

• Apps presented by Walt Mossberg at Wall Street Journal’s All Things Digital conference.

• Interaction design concepts and apps appeared on Fox Business Network, Science Channel.

• Worked with partners The Astonishing Tribe, Synaptics, Alloy, TI, Microsoft, Logitech, HTC, NEC, many others.  

Design Engineer  |  Power Science, Inc.	 	 	 	 	 	 	         2007 – 2008 

“Conceptual simplicity, structural complexity 
achieves a greater state of humanity.” – Appleseed
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• Wore many hats in our startup developing a novel wireless charging solution.

• Responsible for firmware, prototyping, documentation.

• Guided corporate identity from initial sketches to release: logo, website, marketing materials.

• Skills included interaction design, BOM management, C, HTML/CSS, brand design.


Interface Researcher  |  McGill University, Concordia University		 	 	   	         2006 – 2007 

• Designed and built new musical instrument showcased at Wired Magazine’s NextFest.

• Created interactive sonic art installations with loom-woven conductive cloth.

• Designed systems for capacitive sensing, gesture extraction and analysis, sound synthesis.

• Taught seminars on interface design, microcontrollers, sensors, actuators, motion tracking.

• Skills included audio recording, mixing, metal shop, DSP, C++, Max.


Training 

MA Music Technology, McGill University	, Montreal, Canada, 2007

BSc Music Industry, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California, 2003


Publications 

1. 70+ patents. See http://bit.ly/2wMrgam

2. Remote Touch: Humanizing social interactions in technology through multimodal interfaces 

Proceedings of the 2017 International Conference on Human Computer Interaction (HCII ’17)

3. A NIME Reader: Fifteen Years of New Interfaces for Musical Expression.  

Springer, 2017

4. Mobile Developer’s Guide to the 5th Dimension 

Wireless Industry Partners, 2017

5. Musical Vibrotactile Feedback 

Master’s Thesis, McGill University, 2007

6. A systematic approach to musical vibrotactile feedback 

Proceedings of the 2007 International Computer Music Conference (ICMC ’07)

7. Mapping and dimensionality of a cloth-based sound instrument 

Proceedings of the 4th Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC ’07)

8. Towards a new conceptual framework for digital musical instruments 

Proceedings of the 2006 International Conference on Digital Audio Effects (DAFx ’06)

9. Sensorwiki.org: A collaborative tool for composers and instrument designers 

Proceedings of the 2006 International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME ’06)

10.Towards a dimension space for musical devices 

Proceedings of the 2005 International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME ’05)


Certifications 

Certified Product Owner, Scrum Alliance


Personal interests 

Electronic music performance, futurism, street photography.


References available upon request.
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